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NTID gets major funding, creates university partnership

In a first-of-its-kind effort to significantly
improve education and career opportunities
for the world's 6 million deaf and hard-of
hearing people, the Nippon Foundation of
Japan is partnering with the National Technical
Institute for the Deaf and Japan's Tsukuba
College ofTechnology (TCT) to establish a
worldwide university network.
The Nippon Foundation is awarding NTID

technical curriculum, and update their com
puter hardware and software for instruction.
NTID and TCT will use their collective exper
tise in deaf education and technology to assist
participating countries with faculty training,
development of instructional products and
application of the web, information technol
ogy and distance learning technologies to
teaching and learning.

instructional products they develop with
other colleges.
"PEN-International will enhance local capa
bility and global networking at each partici
pant institution. Participants will be moved
from importers of 'know how' to self
sufficiency," says James DeCaro, research pro
fessor and former NTID dean who is the prin
cipal investigator and director of PEN
International. ''As the project progresses, each
institution will develop the capability to export
what has been learned through the project to
other programs serving people who are deaf."
Over the five-year life of the project, PEN
International will work in as many as 10 dif
ferent countries, with Tianjin College for the
Deaf of Tianjin University of Technology in
China being the first, and the Center for the
Deaf at Moscow State Technical University in
Russia to follow.
Founded in 1962, The Nippon Foundation is
one of the largest philanthropic organizations

in the world. It previously awarded NTID two
$1 million grants to establish an endowed
scholarship fund for deaf students attending
RIT from developing countries.
NTID and Tsukuba College ofTechnology
have worked closely together on instructional
projects and technology transfer between their
two institutions since TCT was established in
1990. "Our partnership with NTID to establish
and conduct PEN-International is a logical
extension of our already close working rela
tionship," says Naoki Ohnuma, dean of TCT.
"This grant will have a very positive impact
upon the educational conditions and the
career prospects of deaf men and women
around the world," said RIT President Albert
Simone. "NTID's superior educational track
record and RIT's internationally recognized
leadership in distance education and infor
mation technology makes NTID uniquely
qualified to provide the vision and the
leadership for PEN-International."•

LASS grant to aid data capture project

National Technical Institute for the Deaf CEO and Vice President for RIT Robert Davila, right, greets Nippon
Foundation representative Yasunobu Ishii, left, on a recent visit to NTIDIRIT. Also pictured is NTID interpreter
Patricia Raymond.

$911,700 to underwrite the first year of a five
year $6.17 million project, the Postsecondary
Education Network International (PEN
International). "We fully anticipate that this is
the first step in a multi-year partnership with
the Nippon Foundation to technologically link
universities around the world that serve deaf
and hard-of-hearing people," says Robert
Davila, NTID CEO and an RIT vice president.
PEN-International focuses on helping uni
versities apply state-of-the-art instructional
technologies, improve and update their

NTID and TCT faculty will teach various
information technologies and operating
systems, as well as various multimedia and
off-the-shelf software packages. This project
will also include student and faculty ex
changes and joint ventures with information
technology industries.
The long-term goals of the project are
twofold: to equip deaf residents of participant
countries with the skills needed to compete in
a high-technology workplace, and to prepare
universities to share the knowledge and

RIT, NASA connect on imaging research

NASA is developing its largest airborne obser
vatory with the help of RIT imaging scientists
who are creating special software to capture,
process, and preserve images of swirling
clouds of gas and dust within the Milky Way

An artist's conception of SOFIA, the Boeing 747 that
will be modified into an airborne observatory; RIT is
participating in the NASA project.

Galaxy and beyond.
The Stratospheric Observatory for
Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA) will take flight
in a modified Boeing 747SP airplane,
equipped with a 2-meter telescope and a
suite of infrared cameras and spectrometers.
With these instruments, SOFIA will collect
important new data about planets, stars and
galaxies in the infrared region of the electro
magnetic spectrum.
The University Space Research Association
(USRA), an organization of more than 80 uni
versities, manages the SOFIA project for
NASA RIT's role is to design a system to man
age, process and analyze data produced by
SOFIA's instruments.
An efficient way of handling astronomical

data has long been the vision of Ian Gatley,
director, Chester F. Carlson Center for Imaging
Science. He devised the concept of a data
cycle system for SOFIA based on his experi
ence managing systems such as NASA's Kuiper
Airborne Observatory, and a remote infrared
observatory in Antarctica.
RIT's Joel Kastner, associate professor of
astronomical imaging and SOFIA data cycle
system (DCS) deputy lead scientist, and
Robert Krzaczek, CIS computer systems man
ager and DCS deputy lead engineer, are
designing and developing the core of SOFIA's
data cycle system. The entire system is a
multi-institutional effort managed by USRA
The system will process and calibrate raw
data, save the data to the SOFIA archive, and
notify astronomers when their data is pro
cessed and available for analysis. To achieve
that level of complexity, the software must
interface smoothly with the instruments, the
aircraft and the data archive. A common interface will make the system user-friendly and
useful to the entire astronomy community.
Connecting different phases of data collec
tion and analysis will streamline cumbersome
methods for collecting and accessing data
produced by the observatory. Successfully
demonstrated in prototype form, the system
will also generate predictions of what scien
tists might see through the telescope.
USRA recently extended its contract with
RIT an additional two years.
More information about SOFIA is available
on the Web site, www.sofia.arc.nasa.gov.•

Faster, more efficient oil-spill detection and
water-disaster recovery missions could
someday result from advances in remote
sensing imaging technology.
RIT imaging scientists are developing flex
ible technology that will help such instances
as well as help the U.S. Navy detect mines,
map pollution levels and nuisance vegeta
tion in water, predict water clarity along
shorelines and monitor emissions released
from factory stacks.
RIT has received a $2.4 million grant from
the Department of Defense's Office of Naval
Research to develop new methods for pro
cessing raw data captured by satellite or air
borne sensors and converting it into useful
information.
The Institute is one of only 48 recipients
of this grant, known as a multidisciplinary
university research initiative, from a pool of
more than 150 full proposals and the only
recipient statewide.
A team of scientists at RIT's Laboratory for
Advanced Spectral Sensing (IASS) in the
Chester F. Carlson Center for Imaging
Science will devise ways to process and ana
lyze hyperspectral data, or information cap
tured in many wavelengths. Principal inves
tigator John Schott, director of IASS and the

A DAYOFWVEATRIT... Nearly 80 studentsfrom
Rochester City Schools Nos. 4 and 37 visited RIT Feb. 13
for the 20th anniversary celebration of Love Day. The
youngsters spent the afternoon mingling with RIT
student organizations and participating in science
experiments, computer design, face painting, cookie
baking, and arts and crafts. The group gathered in the
Fireside Lounge to listen to a storyteller and take a jug
gling lesson from RIT's Juggling Club. Anthony Rogers
from School No. 4, shown here, concentrates on develop
ing his newly discovered talent. The annual event is
sponsored by RIT's Centerfor Campus Life.

Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Lab,
will lead the project. Team members include
RIT imaging scientists Anthony Vodacek and
Michael Richardson, project manager, and
colleagues from Cornell University and the
University of California at Irvine.

continued on page 3

Sands wins prestigious
COB VandenBrul Award
Constellation Brands Inc., �ased in
Canandaigua, has grown into one of the
nation's largest producers and marketers of
alcoholic beverage products, enjoying gross
sales in excess of $3 billion.
That success
has helped
Richard Sands,
the company's
chairman, presi
dent and CEO,
earn the 2001
HerbertW
VandenBruI
Entrepreneurial
Award, presented
annually by RIT's
Richard Sands
College of Busi
ness. Sands will be honored on Wednesday,
March 28, during a luncheon at the Center for
Integrated Manufacturing Studies.
During 22 years with Constellation, Sands
has served in various capacities. Since his
appointment to CEO in 1993, the company
has diversified its interests through numerous
acquisitions. Most recently, Constellation
added the flagship spirits brand, Black Velvet,
and entered the fine wine business with the
purchase of Franciscan Estates and Simi.
Sands is a member of the Northeast
Regional Advisory Board of the Chase
Manhattan Corp. and chairman of the Norman
Howard School Foundation.
Created in 1984, the HerbertW VandenBruI
Entrepreneurial Award goes to an individual
who successfully developed a business that
improved the Rochester economy or whose
innovative management skills have changed
the course of an existing business. Other
recent winners include Christine Whitman,
formerly of eve Inc.; Norman and Nelson
Leenhouts, Home Properties of New York Inc.;
and Dilip Vellodi, The Sutherland Group Ltd.
For more information on this year's event,
call 5-2199.•
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RIT student hits Hollywood as result of co-op
Hollywood beckoned and an RIT com
puter science student answered the call.
Now moviegoers can enjoy some of his
work on the silver screen.
Bill La Barge, fourth-year computer sci
ence major, worked for eight months on
animation and three-dimensional visual
effects for the recently released movie,

Thirteen Days. The opportunity arose from
La Barge's recent co-op and experience as
a technical director with Cinesite Visual
Effects in Hollywood, owned by Eastman
Kodak Co.
For Thirteen Days, La Barge created
scenes of computer-generated aircraft,
such as F-8 and F-101 fighter jets and a U2

spy plane, and computer-generated smoke
and afterburners for surface-to-air mis
siles and jets. La Barge receives on-screen
credit for his work at the end of the movie.
"It's very exciting for me to see my work on
the big screen and know that millions of peo
ple have seen it," La Barge says, adding that
he has seen the movie three times. "It makes
me feel even better when people tell me they
didn't see any visual effects in the movie.
That's exactly our goal: to make it look so real
no one could tell otherwise."
Thirteen Days stars Kevin Costner as
Kenneth O'Donnell, chief of staff to
President John Kennedy during the Cuban
Missile Crisis in 1962.
While at Cinesite, La Barge also wrote
software used in the production of the
movies, Red Planet and X-Men.
"It was a great experience," La Barge says
of his work at Cinesite. "It put me in a good
position for this summer when I graduate." •
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New ASL dictionary
available on CD-ROM
A new desktop resource is available for those
looking to improve their sign-language skills.
The National Technical Institute for
the Deaf's Department of American Sign
Language and Interpreter Education (ASLIE)
has released a CD-ROM version of an ASL
dictionary. Users can search by word or
phrase and improve their skills with the
self-testing option.
"We have offered this dictionary in NTID's
Self-Instruction Lab for many years," says
William Newell, associate professor in the
ASLIE Department. "We hope that making it
accessible to personal computers will encour
age faculty and staff to use it frequently as a
tool for improving their sign skills."
The CD-ROM, compatible with Mac and
Windows platforms, is available through RIT's
Campus Connections bookstore for $12, plus
$5 shipping and handling. For more informa
tion, contact Newell at 5-6275 (V/TIY). •

Margaret's House listed as donor choice

RJT computer science major Bill La Barge, shown outside Regal Cinemas in Henrietta, worked on computer
generated effects for the movie, Thirteen Days.

For the third year, Margaret's House, RIT's
on-campus child-care facility, is listed as a
United Way donor choice for the annual
campaign. Last year, 57 donors contributed
more than $9,300. Again this year, contribu
tions will be used to assist full-time student
families, staff and community families with
tuition, based on financial need. Funding

also allows Margaret's House to offer use of a
child psychologist and/or social worker to
provide family counseling and support for
families experiencing acute or chronic stress,
and provides tuition assistance for summer
programs.

Final preparations in progress for Alamo Big Shot
After nearly a year of preparation, the stage is
set for one of the most exciting photographic
events in RIT history. In a matter of weeks, a
team of faculty members and students will be
in San Antonio for Big Shot 2001.
Plans to photograph the Alamo will
highlight a weekend of activities designed
to raise this RIT tradition to new heights.
It kicks off on Friday, March 9. Coordinators
will be at the Alamo that day providing
<8min,irs tp high �choo.l students; discl-lssing
fundamentals of photography and sharing
details on how Big Shot works. The usual
fanfare surrounding Big Shot will happen
the following evening, March 10. Preparations
for that have been underway since last
spring.
"All that's left is to work out details on
lighting the Alamo and staging the event,"
says Michael Peres, co-coordinator. "The city
of San Antonio has been a big help, granting
a permit for the event and agreeing to turn
off area street lights."
More than 40 students from the School of
Photographic Arts and Sciences are planning
to make the trip to San Antonio. An auction
held in December raised $8,300 to support
the cost of transportation and lodging, and
the Division of Student Affairs provided
matching funds.
Other members of the RIT community
have a stake in Big Shot. The College of

Business is sending 18 student leaders to
take part in this year's event. Alumni
Relations has invited graduates to join in the
festivities as well, offering a reception for
alumni and guests to cap off the evening.
Also, the admissions office has encouraged
prospective students from Texas to attend.

Christian Gray helps Colin Mullally tie his shoe
while Ariana Ross wakes from her nap. For the third
year, Margaret's House is a donor choice for the
United Way campaign.

GIVING THE GIFT OF MUSIC... Members of RIT's Student Music Association serenaded nearly 50 faculty/staff
members during their annual Singing Valentines fundraiser, Feb. 13 and 14. For a nominal fee, chorus mem
bers sang selections like Lean on Me, The Book of Love, I Just Calfed to Say I Love You, Stand by Me, and many
more. Pictured here, Bob Weeks from ITS Support Services, far left, listens to Billy Joel's For The Longest Time,
one offive Singing Valentines he received over the two-day event. Sara Gould, a RITSMA member, says, "We
don't perform Singing Valentines for the money. We really just do it for fun and to see people smile or cry some
times, and to spread the joy of music around campus."

Engineering House reunion

INNOVATION RUUiS11lEDAY ... RJT celebrated its
growth in innovators and grant proposals during the
annual Principal Investigators celebration on Feb. 8.
"We saw an increase of 43 percent from 1999's 426
proposals to a year-2000 total of 610 proposals for exter
nalfunding.And our award receipts are 30 percent over
last year," said Provost Stanley McKenzie at the event.
Shown with a slideshow of RIT innovators behind her,
Ma,jorie 2:ack, director of grants, contracts and intellec
tual property, notes, "We grew to 149 proposals in
2000-from 105 in 1998 and 114 in 1999."Across RIT,
projects ranged in value, the largest being $7,000,000.
The highest number of proposals, 14, came from John
Schott and the Chester F Carlson Center for Imaging
Science team; Nabil Nasr and his group in the
National Center for Remanufacturing and Resource
Recovery followed with 12. (Visit the grants' office
Web site for a complete list of people and projects:
www.rit.edu/-629www.JA new club will launch in
June for those with accumulatedfunding/or sponsored
projects valued at $1 million or more.

An informational session on RIT and a
reception will be held for those students and
their families prior to the Big Shot.
For anyone who can't make it to San
Antonio, the final image will be posted on
the Big Shot Web site hours after the event at
http://photography@rit.edu. •

Engineering House will hold a 30th
reunion, featuring a banquet dinner
and dancing, 7:30 p.m., Saturday,
March 24, at Four Points by Sheraton,
120 East Main St., Rochester. Cost is
$30. Reservations must be made by
Monday, March 12. For more informa
tion, contact Sarah Lagoon at 758-3917
or lagoon@mail.rit.edu.

Student-design contest

More than $5,000 in prize money will
be awarded to winning teams in the
first student-design contest, co-spon
sored by RIT's student chapter of the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers.
Teams will design and build working
prototypes of original ideas for the
spring contest at RIT, open to students
from any area university. The first-place
prize is $3,000; second-place, $1,500;
and third-place, $750.

"Giving to Margaret's House through the
United Way campaign extends that feeling
of community," says Roberta DiNoto, facility
director. "It really makes us feel like we're a
member of the RIT family, and I think a lot
of people appreciate the fact that the money
helps a valuable RIT resource."
Anne Hoenig, the previous director of
Margaret's House, applied for grant status
and funding was first received as a result of
the 1998-1999 campaign.
Margaret's House, dedicated to the
memory of Margaret Welcher Davis and
her great love of children, currently pro
vides care to 92 children, ranging from
infants to school aged. •

Teams must be comprised of two or
more undergraduates in at least their
third years. At least one team member
must belong to IEEE. Academic and
industry representatives will serve
as judges. Registration deadline is
Thursday, March 15. For more infor
mation, contact Michael Davenport,
student-chapter chairman, at 5-7092.

RITSMA Toronto trip

RIT's Student Music Association will
host its annual Toronto trip to see
Mamma Mia, a new musical based on
the music of ABBA, April 7-8. The cost
of $155 per person includes transporta
tion, accommodations and admission
to the show and to a yet-to-be-deter
mined attraction. Sign-language inter
preters will travel with the RIT group.
Reservations are first come, first served.
Check payments can be sent by
interoffice mail to RITSMA, SAU,
RITreat. For more information, contact
ritsma@rit.edu.

YOUTHFUL ARTISTRY ...Area high school students
tour the Bevier Gallery to check out winning entries
from this year's Scholastic Art Awards. More than
1,200 works of art were submitted by middle- and
high-school students from across the Rochester
region. This is the second consecutive year that RIT
has hosted the awards and exhibition.
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Miles scholarship honors students, professors
An unusual scholarship offered annually
at RIT gives students a chance to thank a
professor who has made a difference in
their college career.
Biotech major Donna Thibault, recipi
ent of the $10,000 Norman A. Miles
Scholarship, picked Jeff Lodge, associate
professor, to receive the same amount for
professional development. Thibault chose
Lodge because she enjoyed his classes and
knew the money would be wisely used.
The funding is helping Lodge stay
current in the constantly changing field of

biotechnology by enabling him to attend
conferences and build his own biotech
library.
The entire College of Science will
benefit from Lodge's good fortune. He is
designing a unique center at RIT to retrain
skilled workers in bioprocessing, an area
of biotechnology that harnesses bacterial

culture to produce useful products, such
as human insulin.
The Miles scholarship is awarded annu
ally in the spring to the eligible junior with
the highest grade point average. Miles,
who passed away last year, retired from
the Institute in 1994 after serving 17 years
as director of national development. •

Call for proposals

The program innovations committee of
the Commission for Promoting
Pluralism is asking for workshop propos
als for the seventh annual Conference
onRacism scheduled for April 2. The
proposals should address race as it
relates to socioeconomic status, affirma
tive action, class, culture, intercultural
interaction, government and law, educa
tion and media. Proposal abstracts
should be no longer than 75 words;
workshop presentations should last 90
minutes. Proposals are due Friday,
March 9, to Debra Fromm Faria. For
more information, contact her at
dffgsw@rit.edu or 5-6522.

LASS grant
(from page 1)

LASS exemplifiesRIT's First in Class
Initiative, a university wide program that

forms partnerships with industry and U.S.
government agencies. LASS uses the capa
bilities of remote sensing and spectral sci
ence in solving difficult problems related
to capturing and analyzing complex
information.
A new generation of satellite and airborne
sensors capture data in spectral bands or
light waves ranging from visible through
infrared wavelengths.
"These instruments can capture data
well beyond the capabilities of the human
eye," Richardson says. "TheRIT team will
be developing methods enabling precise
information to be extracted from the
captured data."
The Navy can use this information to
determine water clarity and depth, and
the suitability of a location for landing
troops. The technology can also analyze
gases emitted from a factory stack and
determine what is being manufactured
within a building.
The project, funded for a minimum of
three years, will begin in May. •

Donna Thibault, a biotechnology major, and Jeff Lodge chat in the biotech lab. Thibault, recipient of the
Norman A. Miles Scholarship, named Lodge to receive $10,000 for professional development.

Software donations enhance RIT colleges
RIT's manufacturing and mechanical engi
neering technology/packaging science
department in the College of Applied
Science and Technology and industrial and
manufacturing engineering department
in the Kate Gleason College of Engineering
each recently received valuable software
grants.
Among more than 200 universities to
apply,RIT is the only one to receive
visualNastran 4D, version 2001, given to
the manufacturing and mechanical
engineering technology department by
MSC.Software Corp. The 20-user computer
aided engineering software package, worth
$220,000, creates engineering-environment
simulations by merging motion and finite
element-analysis application technologies
into a single functional modeling system.
Ti Lin Liu, associate professor, says pro
ficiency using the software benefits RIT
students seeking employment upon gradua
tion. MSC.Software annually selects only
one recipient for its software grant award.
RIT's industrial and manufacturing
engineering department received software
from ProModel Corp. used to simulate and
improve manufacturing operations. The
software, worth $39,250, includes statistical

Controller's office gets two new leaders

The combination
of a recent hire
and a promotion
has resulted in
new leadership for
RIT's Controller's
office.
Roger
Stackpoole has
been hired as con
troller. He joined
RIT from Hobart
Roger Stackpoole
and William Smith
Colleges, where he
served in a similar
capacity for the
past three years.
Prior to that,
Stackpoole was
controller at St.
Lawrence
University and
associate con
troller at Colgate
University.
"Roger brings a
Lyn Kelly
combination of
experience and education, coupled with the
perspective of having worked at three other
institutions of higher education, that will
serve RIT well," says Peg Ferber, associate vice
president, Finance and Administration.
Joining Stackpoole in providing leadership

to the Controller's office is Lyn Kelly, who has
been promoted to assistant controller. Kelly
joined that division in 1994 and most recently
served as director of accounting and payroll
services. During that period, she was credited
with leading these operations through the
implementation of the new Oracle account
ing and payroll applications and successfully
implementing campus-wide training initia
tives for these critical business applications.
"Lyn's knowledge ofRIT, its systems and its
people are invaluable to the continued
success of the Controller's division," states
Ferber.•

analysis and automated simulation-based
optimization tools. It will be used to update
simulation capabilities in the advanced
manufacturing and advanced systems
integration labs and in graduate research,
says Paul Stiebitz, associate professor and
advanced manufacturing lab director.
The grant was made possible through the
efforts of Keith Vadas, vice president of sales
with ProModel and a 1984 graduate ofRIT's
packaging science program.•
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$200K NSF grant to
study deaf education
The National Science Foundation's program
for persons with disabilities is funding two
research projects at the National Technical
Institute for the Deaf with more than
$600,000 to improve deaf education in math
and science.
The NSF awarded $430,000 for Classroom
of the Sea, a project based at the University
of Connecticut that will develop an inte
grated science curriculum for deaf students
using interdisciplinary marine science; and
$199,000 for Clearinghouse on Mathematics,
Engineering, Technology, and Science
(COMETS), an educational resource, to be
based at NTID.
Harry Lang, professor in NTID's Center for
Research, Teaching and Learning, is the lead
investigator for both projects. He will con
duct research on communication dimen
sions of teaching and learning in classroom
and laboratory environments for the
Classroom of the Sea. This project is
designed to better prepare deaf students for
careers in science and technology by
enhancing science education in middle and
high schools.
The second project, COMETS, will address
the special needs of deaf learners in science
through a partnership of scientists, educators
and students. COMETS will develop an
online information resource for educators
and students in both K-12 and college envi
ronments. The project will build a network of
schools, organizations and individuals to
improve science, engineering, math and
technology education for deaf students.
"This project will be a 'distance education'
arm of NTID's outreach efforts, helping edu
cators put into practice the most up-to-date
research on successful strategies in the edu
cation of deaf students," Lang says. "I have
received more than 200 requests each year
for the past five years from people looking for
help to improve science, math and engineer
ing education. COMETS will provide a much
needed resource for educators throughout
the country." •

Space tourism guru speaks to RIT crowd
At RIT on Feb. 6, Gene Meyers, founder and
president of Space Island Group Inc., publicly
detailed for the first time ambitious plans to

Gene Meyers, president of Space Island Group Inc.,
left, talks with Francis Domoy, chair of RJT's hospi
tality and service management department.

place a privately financed space station into
outer space before the end of the decade.
Describing his firm's planned space station
as "the Mayflower of the new millennium,"
Meyers spoke to a packed audience ofRIT
students in Xerox Auditorium, including
those in RIT's groundbreaking space tourism
development course, faculty and staff, and
students visiting from area colleges.
Students were most interested in Meyers'
expectations for future employment opportu
nities in outer space, which would likely
include positions in food-preparation and
hotel-operations.

Teleconference to offer medical school information

Learn about the science of medicine in layman's terms during a mini-medical school
teleconference to be held on campus.
Classes will run 7 to 9:15 p.m. every Wednesday, from March 7 through April 11, in
Wallace Library.
The six-week teleconference is designed for the general public and is appropriate
for high school and college students interested in pursuing a career in medicine. The
program will introduce participants to courses offered in medical school.
RIT's Premedical Students Association is sponsoring the program in conjunction
with the Educational Technology Center at RIT and the State University of New York
Upstate Medical University.
The registration fee is $45. To register, or for more information, call the premed
ical studies office at 5-7105 or visit the Web page, www.rit.edu/-premd/minimed.
Deadline is March 2.

Meyers was invited to RIT because of the
university's space tourism development
course, the only such course offered any
where. According to Francis Domoy, hospital
ity and service management department
chair,RIT plans future space tourism-related
courses in areas such as menu development,
nutrition, remanufacturing and packaging.
Domoy calls Meyers plan for outer-space
development the "most rational" he has seen
and predicts that anRIT graduate will be the
first person to manage an outer-space hotel.•

Batabyal named
Gosnell Professor

Amitrajeet Batabyal, the Arthur J. Gosnell
Professor of Economics in the College of
Liberal Arts, specializes in natural resource
and environmental economics. He studies
the design of international trade and
environmental agreements, ecological
economic
systems, such
as fisheries and
rangelands, and
environmental
policy in devel
oping countries.
Prior to joining
RIT in the fall,
Batabyal had
spent five years
at Utah State
Amitrajeet Batabyal
University and,
prior to that, one year at the College of
William and Mary as a visiting professor.
He received his Ph.D. in agricultural and
resource economics from the University of
California at Berkeley in 1994, his master's
in agricultural and applied economics
from the University of Minnesota in 1990,
and his bachelor's in agricultural econom
ics from Cornell University in 1987.
Batabyal has written more than 200 publi
cations, including two books, The Economics

ofInternational Environmental Agreements

and The Economics ofInternational Traae
and the Environment. •
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NTID athletes
head to Rome
Twenty-three National Technical Institute for
the Deaf students, alumni and staff have been
selected to represent the United States at the
2001 Deaf World Games (DWG) July 22-Aug. 1
in Rome. Held every four years, the games are
international sporting and cultural events for
the deaf.
First held in Paris in 1924, the DWG are
the oldest continuing games outside of the
Olympics. Deaf student, alumni, and faculty/
staff athletes from NTID/RlT have partici
pated in each DWG competition since the
1969 games held in Belgrade, Yugoslavia.
T he NTID/RlT 2001 DWG roster includes:
Bowling: Elizabeth Aikin, '90 applied
computer technology, '94 imaging technol
ogy; Matthew Pocci Jr., third-year, applied
computer technology; Diana Thompson,
'77 applied photography.
Cycling: Willie King, third-year, electrical/
mechanical engineering; Trevor Kosa, '97
electromechanical technology.
Soccer: Mark Amissah, '96 hotel and
resort management, '98 service management;
Tyson Kanoya, '95 business administration/
management.
Women's team handball: Michele Heise,
'89 applied accounting.
Tennis: Marie (McKee) Benson, '83 applied
computer technology; Luke Faxon-St.Georges,
second-year business administration; Joe
Neely, second-year business administration.
Track and field: Jim Barnum, '00 electrical
engineering; Elaine Coughlan, '89, '92 engi
neering; Gregory Coughlan, '95 graphic
design; Russell Ormsby, first-year career
exploration studies.
Men's volleyball: Justin Davis, fourth-year
biomedical photographic communication;
John Macko '91, '98 career and human
resource development, advisor, NTID Center
on Employment.
Women's volleyball: Amy Baxter, first-year
pre-baccalaureate studies; Kris Gray, '94
applied art/computer graphics.
Water polo: Duane Styles, sixth-year master
of science L'l second,LTy education cl students
who are deaf; Mark Sullivan, '00 information
technology.
Wrestling: Matt Hamill, '99 electromechan
ical technology; Jay Jakubowski, '98 computer
integrated machining technology. •

• Amit Batabyal, the Arthur J. Gosnell Professor
of Economics, College of Liberal Arts, recently
presented a paper at the annual meeting of the
International Economics and Finance Society in
New Orleans. In addition, he recently published a
paper in the International Review ofEconomics
and Finance and book reviews in the Journal of
Agricultural and Environmental Ethics and in
Rangelands.

• Roberley Bell, associate professor of founda
tions, College of Imaging Arts and Sciences, is
taking part in The Viewfrom Here, an exhibition
in Moscow that features the work of American
and Russian artists. She also participated in the
International Studio Program in New York City, a
forum for artists from around the world to share
ideas and studio tin1e.
• Eva Cukakova, assistant professor of mathe
matics, presented "Thoughts on Teaching
Calculus as a New Faculty Member" at the semi
annual meeting of the Seaway Section of the
Mathematical Association of America held at the
State University of New York at Fredonia. James
Marengo presented "Bounds of Correlation
Coefficients."
• Andrew Davidhazy, professor of photography,
College of Imaging Arts and Sciences, will be a
guest speaker March 1 for the Tips and
Techniques lecture series at the George Eastman
House, discussing high-speed photography. He
was also featured in an article about mentor edu
cators in the January issue of American Photo
OnCampus magazine.
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• Stephen Diehl, associate professor of photog
raphy, College of Imaging Arts and Sciences, had
an article published on glassware photography in
the January issue of Photo Imaging Newsletter of
the PIEA, the Photo Imaging Educators
Association.
• Paul Grebinger, professor of anthropology,
College of Liberal Arts, gave a talk as part of the
Cornell University Plantations series on the
Elwanger and Barry Mount Hope Nurseries. He
published a biographical sketch on the same in
Pioneers ofAmerican Landscape Design, pub
lished by McGraw-Hill.
• Robert Johnston, former dean and professor
emeritus, Visiting Scholar Center for Imaging
Science, recently gave his talk "Digital Revelations
from Ancient Textual Documents" at Brock
University in Ontario, Canada and at the
Archaeological Institute of America, located at
Boston University.
• Joel Kastner, assistant professor of inlaging
science, College of Science, published the article,
"Orion Sheds New Light on Star and Planet
Formation," in the Jan. 5 issue of Science. Kastner
is on the scientific organizing committee for the
conference, Young Stars Near Earth: Progress and
Prospects, to be held at NASA Ames Research
Center March 28-30. The conference concerns
the recent discovery of several nearby systems of
young stars, including one Kastner uncovered a
few years ago.
• · Vern Lindberg, associate professor of physics
and materials science and engineering, recently
co-authored "Reactive Deposition of Nitrides and

Oxides Using a 1\.vin-cathode Inverted
Cylindrical Magnetron" in Surface Coatings and
Technologies. He presented the work previously
at the International Conference on Metallurgical
Coatings and Thin Films.
• Andrew Moore, dean, College of Liberal Arts,
presented "Beyond Stratigraphy-Accelerator
Dates on Early Domesticated Grains from Abu
Hureyra and Their Implications for
Archaeological Interpretation" at the
Theoretical Archaeology Conference at the
University of Oxford. He discussed the radio
carbon dates that document the transition
from foraging to farming at Abu Hureyra in
Syria. Moore also chaired a session of the
annual meeting of the Archaeological Institute
of America on "Noall's Flood? T he
Catastrophic Flooding of the Black Sea Ca.
5,600 B.C. and its Archaeological
Implications."
• Tom Moran, assistant professor, Center for
Multidisciplinary Studies, College of Applied
Science and Technology, recently presented
"Using Distance Education to Teach
Elementary Multimedia Design and
Production" at the Special Interest Group on
Documentation/International Professional
Communications Conference on Computer
Documentation in Cambridge, Mass. Also, his
essay, "In Venice, a Sad End for a Seaside
Mistake," recently appeared in the Los Angeles
Times.

Kodak helps fund circuit-noise study
A goal in the design of electronic systems
is speed. Consumers demand it, and

Professor P.R. Mukund, left, and graduate student
Ghanshyam Nayak discuss their research project.

engineers are in constant pursuit of faster
electronic-systems components.
But high speeds generate noise that can
interfere with circuit boards, a prevalent
problem in small, battery-powered devices
such as cellular telephones and digital
cameras.
P.R. Mukund, associate professor of elec
trical engineering, received a $35,000 grant
from Eastman Kodak Co. to research power
distribution in microsystems at the circuit
board level. He and electrical engineering
graduate student Ghanshyam Nayak will
study design IJ1�th0tl0!Dgies to .eliminate
circuit noise.
"We're trying to find a solution to a very
common problem in high-speed electron
ics," says Mukund. "We're pleased to have
Kodak support our research efforts." •

CAREERADVICEANDA CAMERA, TOO ... That's
what students received at the first annual National
Technical Institute for the DeaftKodak Career Day,
held recently at NTID. Hosted by the NTID Center on
Employment, 12 Kodak career professionals spent
the day cQ}jecti.ng rPSl'!I!(!-�, discu.s.<ing car1;1er arul
co-op opportunities, presenting demonstrations of
equipment and giving away Kodak's popular one
time-use cameras. Shown here, fourth-year NTID
Digital Imaging & Publishing Technology student
Kevin MacFarland meets Allen Vaala, director of
university relations and college recruiting for Eastman
Kodak Co. Patricia Gates, of RIT's interpreting
services department, voices for MacFarland.

News & Events is produced biweekly by University News Services/University Publications. Please
send comments to News & Events, University News Services, Eastman Building, or call 475-5064 or
fax 475-5097. Editor: Vienna Carvalho-McGrain Layout: Brenda Monallan Copy Editor: Susan
Murphy Contributing writers: Pam Carmichael, Vienna Carvalho-McGrain, Laurie Maynard, Susan
Murad, Susan Murphy, Michael Saffran, Paul Stella Print Coordinator: Angela Holland
When calling any can1pus number referred to in News & Events articles from off campus, use the
475-prefix.
Look for News & Events at RIT On-Line: http://www.rit.edu/NewsEvents on the World Wide Web. Send
us e-mail at newsevents@rit.edu.
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CELEBRATING
V-DAY ... The RIT and
Rochester community
celebrated V-Day with
performances of Eve
Ensler's award-win
ning play, The Vagina
Monologues, Feb. 14,
16 and 17. Faculty, staff
and student actors, pic
tured here, performed
17 monologues in
English and American
Sign Language in front
of packed audiences
in Ingle Auditorium.
Proceeds from the show
benefited local agencies
working to prevent
violence and serving
victims of violence.
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THINKING (ABOUT GOOD PACKAGING JOBS) OUT OF THE BOX... The field of packaging science, with an
estimated 5,000 job openings worldwide annually, has some of the most in-demand graduates. RIT packaging
science students explored some of those potential job opportunities at the 11th annual Packaging Science
Career Fair on Feb. 7. One of RIT's largest student-organized career fairs, the event drew 100 students and repre
sentatives from 21 companies. Shown above, Nica Crowley, second-year packaging science major, far right,
speaks with Kraft Foods Inc. representatives. Crowley says she received co-op offers from several companies as a
result of the career fair. She accepted a summer and fall co-op with Catalytica Pharmaceuticals of Greenville,
NC. ''The career fair was an incredible opportunity to see what a variety of employers had to offer," she says.
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